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1. The purpose of this diary is to present a chronological narrative of the operations of the 3d Battalion, 7th Marines, 1st Marine Division (Reinforced), Fleet Marine Force, during the period 1 December 1951 to 31 December 1951.

2. During the period covered by this report the 3d Battalion, 7th Marines occupied defensive positions on the Regimental MLR extending from DT282467 to DT270441 from 1 December to 11 December. During this period the battalion conducted numerous outposts, contact and reconnaissance patrols. The battalion continued to improve its defensive position during this period. On 11 December the battalion was relieved by the 1st Battalion, 1st Marines and moved into Division Reserve in the vicinity of DT299208. During this period, 11 December to 31 December, the battalion conducted Helicopter and numerous ground patrols and conducted intensive training in accordance with Regimental Training Order No. 7-51.

H. W. EDWARDS
Daily Narrative of Events
3d Battalion, 7th Marines
1 December 1951 - 31 December 1951 (Inclusive)

1 December 1951

At 0030 I "G" Company personnel heard the enemy digging in the vicinity of DTZ77457. 60mm mortar fire was delivered on the same DF with unknown results. At 0205 I one enemy deserter surrendered to "G" Company personnel at DTZ78454. The one squad outpost established by "H" Company at 1800 on 30 November in the vicinity of DTZ84468 had negative contact and returned to the MLR at 0500. The "G" Company one squad outpost established in the vicinity of DTZ79450 on 30 November also had negative contact and returned to the MLR at 0600. At 1110 the L-9 aerial observer reported as having observed the enemy in groups and individually: the largest group totaling about 10. At 1220 the L-9 aerial observer noted small groups of enemy in and around trenches, the largest being a group of 4. By 1500 the 81mm mortar platoon had fired 222 rounds of HEH for harassing and interdiction and one fire mission on DTZ72459. A machine gun and Burp gun were silenced at DTZ72459 by the 81mm fire. From 1500 until 1545 I 81mm mortars fired on enemy in the vicinity of DTZ7456; results 11 definite enemy KIA and 9 estimated WIA. From 1530 until 1630 I "H" Company received 73 rounds of 81mm mortar fire, which caused 12 friendly casualties. Six of the casualties were evacuated by helicopter. Immediately after "H" Company started receiving enemy fire the 81mm mortars and supporting 4.2mm mortars started firing on enemy positions. At 1545 I 1605I, Bingo was fired and repeated at 1605I with unknown results. From 1620 until 1630 I "G" Company received 30 rounds of 81mm mortar fire resulting in one friendly WIA which was not evacuated. At 1800 I "I" Company established a one squad outpost in the vicinity of DTZ7445. From 2030 until 2130 I "H" Company received five rounds of 76mm artillery and 10 rounds of 82mm mortar fire. The 81mm mortars and supporting 4.2mm mortars returned fire on enemy mortar positions and supporting 155mm artillery silenced the enemy artillery fire. At 2130 I the enemy fired one rifle shot and threw hand grenades at elements of "I" Company. "I" Company countered with 60mm mortar fire with unknown results. At 2200 I "H" Company was again fired upon receiving 10 rounds of 76mm artillery fire. There were no friendly casualties. Supporting artillery fired counter battery fire with unknown results. Throughout the day the Battalion continued to improve its defensive position.

2 December 1951

During the night from midnight until 0700 I "G" Company received 8 rounds, "H" Company received 6 rounds and "I" Company received 1 round of 82mm mortar fire. There were no friendly casualties. At 0610I one squad from "G" Company departed on a reconnaissance patrol, its destination being DTZ75463. The patrol reached its destination and observed no new bunkers or any sign of enemy activity except fresh foot tracks along the stream bed. The patrol had negative contact with the enemy and returned to the MLR at 0715I. The one squad outpost established by "I" Company at 1800 1 December in the vicinity of DTZ7445 had negative contact with the enemy and returned to the MLR at 0630. 
At 1500I ten enemy dressed in white, armed with small arms, moving from DT265461 south to DT268445 were observed from the Battalion observation post. They were fired upon by supporting artillery with unknown results. At 1700I personnel of "G" Company observed seven enemy in the vicinity of DT272459, the 82mm mortars immediately fired upon the enemy which resulted in six enemy KIA. The 82mm mortars then shifted their fire to an enemy mortar position in the vicinity of DT271459, destroying the mortar and causing a secondary explosion. At 1800I "G" Company established a one squad outpost in the vicinity of DT279456 and "H" Company established a one squad outpost in the vicinity of DT284468. At 2035I "H" Company received five rounds of 82mm mortar fire from the vicinity of DT265473 and 260473. "H" Company returned fire with 60mm mortars which succeeded in silencing the enemy mortar fire. There were negative friendly casualties. At 2230I the enemy launched a probing attack against "H" Company at DT273442 with an estimated force of eight to twelve men. The attack was repulsed. Results of the action was one friendly WIA, one enemy KIA and an estimated two to three enemy WIA. Battalion 82mm mortars, supporting artillery and 4.2mm mortars supported "I" Company by laying fire in the draw at DT270445. Throughout the day the Battalion continued to improve its defensive position.

3 December 1951

At 0600I the outpost established at 1800I 2 December by "G" Company in the vicinity of DT279456 and by "H" Company in the vicinity of DT284468 returned to the MLR. Both outposts had negative contact with the enemy. At 1115I L19, the aerial observer, observed 200 to 300 enemy in trenches from DT272474 to DT256464. At 1745I 81mm mortars fired on the enemy in the vicinity of DT272459 causing an estimated six enemy KIA. At 1800I "G" Company established a one squad outpost in the vicinity of DT279456 and "I" Company established a one squad outpost in the vicinity of DT276443. At 2115I the enemy was heard chopping wood in front of "G" Company. The supporting 4.2mm mortars delivered fire in the area with unknown results. During the day visibility was generally poor forward of the MLR. Throughout the day the Battalion continued to improve its defensive position.

4 December

At 0455I personnel of "H" Company observed seven trucks in the vicinity of DT262488. Supporting artillery was notified but did not fire due to the extreme range. At 0530I one squad from "I" Company departed on a reconnaissance patrol, its destination being DT268449. The patrol reached its destination and observed a group of enemy of about 35 in the vicinity of DT265462 at 0745I. The patrol called artillery fire in on the group which resulted in 3 enemy KIA and 7 WIA. The patrol had negative contact with the enemy and returned to the MLR at 0840I. At 0600I the one squad outpost established in the vicinity of DT279456 by "G" Company on 3 December returned to the MLR. At 0610I the one squad outpost established by "I" Company in the vicinity of DT276443 on 3 December returned to the MLR. Both outposts had negative contact with the enemy. At 1100I one marine and one KNC were wounded by a land mine in the vicinity of DT276442, both were evacuated. At 1145I two POWs were taken by the Anti-Tank platoon of weapons company in the vicinity of DT276442. At 1640I "H" Company received 14 rounds of 76mm artillery fire resulting in 1 friendly WIA which was not evacuated. Supporting 4.2mm mortars and 105mm artillery...
counter fired on enemy positions and succeeded in silencing them. At approximately 1730I the 81mm mortars fired on a group of enemy working on trenches and emplacements in the vicinity of DT272459 resulting in 10 estimated KIA. At 1800I "H" Company established a one squad outpost in the vicinity of DT284468, and "I" Company established a one squad outpost in the vicinity of DT277445. At 1905I 81mm mortars fired on four enemy in trench in the vicinity of DT272459; results: 2 estimated enemy KIA. At 2400I personnel of "H" Company observed the lights of approximately five enemy trucks at DT272483. The supporting artillery was notified. The visibility forward of the MLR was generally good. The Battalion continued to improve its defensive position throughout the day.

5 December 1951

At 0400I "G" Company's permanent outpost in the vicinity of DT278453 was fired upon by the enemy with three Burp guns from the vicinity of DT273455. The outpost did not return fire but called in 60mm mortar fire on the enemy with unknown results. There were negative friendly casualties. At 0515I one squad from "H" Company executed a reconnaissance patrol to DT285472. The patrol had reached its destination and was in position by 0625I and observed three enemy building a bunker in the vicinity of DT278468. At 0715I the patrol observed several enemy in the vicinity of DT276471 and at 0730I observed several enemy in the vicinity of DT274468. The patrol called in 60mm, 81mm and supporting 4.2mm mortar fire on these targets with unknown results. The patrol had negative contact with the enemy and returned to the MLR at 0810I. At 0620I the one squad outpost established by "I" Company in the vicinity of DT277445 at 1800I on 4 December returned to the MLR. At 0625I the "H" Company one squad outpost established in the vicinity of DT284468 at 1800I 4 December returned to the MLR. Both outposts had negative contact with the enemy. At 0900I the Battalion directed an air strike on targets in the vicinity of DT273469 and DT260464 getting a 90 percent coverage. At 1520I one "G" Company sniper located in the vicinity of DT278453 accounted for one enemy KIA in vicinity DT272459 and one enemy KIA in vicinity of DT277457. At 1800I "G" Company established a one squad outpost in the vicinity of DT279456, "H" Company established a one squad outpost in the vicinity of DT280462 and "I" Company established a one squad outpost in the vicinity of DT274455. At 2130I "H" Company received approximately eight rounds of 76mm artillery fire from the vicinity of DT234541 and at 2345I received one round of 76mm artillery fire from the same DT. Both times supporting artillery returned fire with unknown results. There were negative friendly casualties. During the day 81mm mortars fired harassing and interdiction missions and accounted for three enemy KIA and four enemy WIA. The visibility forward of the MLR was very good during the daylight hours. The Battalion continued to improve its defensive position throughout the day.
At 0500I "H" Company's one squad outpost established in the vicinity of DT280462, at 1800I, 5 December, returned to the MIR. At 0600I "G" Company's one squad outpost, established in the vicinity of DT279456, at 1800I, 5 December, returned to the MIR. At 0620I, "I" Company's one squad outpost, established in the vicinity DT275443, at 1800I, 5 December, returned to the MIR. All three outposts had negative contact with the enemy.

At 1145I the Weapons Company Anti-Tank Platoon received five rounds of artillery fire in the vicinity DT277438. There were negative friendly casualties. At 1450I, "G" Company received three rounds of 120mm mortar fire, negative friendly casualties. At 1515I, "H" Company received eight rounds of 76mm artillery fire, estimated to be from a battery of four guns; counter battery mission was turned over to the supporting artillery. There were negative friendly casualties. From 1530I to 1600I, "H" Company received nine rounds of 76mm artillery fire from the vicinity of DT251511 which caused one friendly WIA, not evacuated. Counter battery fire was executed by supporting eight inch artillery. At 1800I, a one squad outpost was established by "G" Company in the vicinity of DT279456, by "H" Company in the vicinity of DT280462 and by "I" Company in the vicinity of DT275443. At 2310I, an unknown number of enemy attempting to infiltrate through the Weapons Company Anti-Tank Platoon positions exploded one of their (enemy) own land mines resulting in one known enemy WIA. 60mm mortar fire was called in on the enemy with unknown results. The enemy did not succeed in infiltrating through the position and did not employ small arms fire. There were negative friendly casualties. The visibility forward of the MIR was very good during the daylight hours. The battalion continued to improve its defensive positions throughout the day.

7 December 1951

At 0600I, the one squad outpost, established by "G" Company in the vicinity of DT279456, by "H" Company in the vicinity of DT280462 and by "I" Company in the vicinity of DT275443, at 1800I, 6 December, returned to the MIR. All three outposts had negative contact with the enemy. The Battalion 81mm Mortars accounted for three enemy KIA, also fired for Marine Corps sound effects program and fired on an enemy machine gun position in the vicinity of DT268462 causing a secondary explosion.
Tanks from the Regimental Anti-Tank Company in support of the battalion destroyed five enemy bunkers and damaged four with an estimated three enemy KIA. One 155mm gun from supporting artillery destroyed three bunkers in the vicinity of DT287461. At 1200I, "I" Company established a one squad outpost in the vicinity of DT275443. At 1800I, a one squad ambush patrol departed from the MLR, its destination being in the vicinity of DT275462. The visibility forward of the MLR was very poor during the daylight hours. The battalion continued to improve its defensive positions throughout the day.

8 December 1951

At 0050I, the one squad ambush patrol from "G" Company which departed at 1500I, 7 December 1951, returned to the MLR. The patrol reached its destination in the vicinity of DT275462, had a negative contact with the enemy and no enemy activity was observed or noted. At 0545I, the one squad outpost from "I" Company, established in the vicinity of DT275443, at 1800I, on 7 December, returned to the MLR. The outpost had negative contact with the enemy. At 0800I, two "E" Company tanks moved out from the forward assembly area located behind hill 812. One tank was unable to move up the hill into its firing position in the vicinity of DT282464 due to snow and mud. The other tank became stuck in the mud in the vicinity of DT284468 when attempting to turn and was unable to move back up the reverse slope into its firing position. At 1415I, "H" Company received ten rounds of 82mm mortar fire which landed in the vicinity of DT285466 and was estimated to have come from the vicinity of DT272472. Battalion 81mm mortars and supporting 4.2mm mortars counter fired on enemy positions, silencing the enemy mortars. There were negative friendly casualties. At 1455I, the right flank of "H" Company received thirteen rounds of 82mm mortar and four rounds of 76mm artillery fire which came from the vicinity of DT273469 and DT260464. The enemy positions were spotted by the L19 aerial observer. The 3d Battalion, 7th Marines' FAC Officer requested a priority air strike on the enemy positions which was disapproved. The air strike was later approved and then cancelled due to non-availability of planes by Devastate Baker who notified the 3d Battalion, 7th Marines' FAC Officer. The battalion 81mm mortars fired 142 rounds, supporting 4.2mm mortars fired 100 rounds and supporting artillery fired battery one round five times on the enemy positions. There were negative casualties. At 1600I, one
squad from "H" company was assigned as an outpost to protect the tank stuck in the mud in the vicinity of DT264468 as the tank could not be retrieved. The "B" company tank on CP hill accounted for one enemy KIA and other probable enemy KIA, damaged one in bunker and destroyed four enemy bunkers. Tanks from the regimental anti-tank company accounted for six enemy KIA. At 1800I a one squad outpost was established by "G" company in the vicinity of DT27446 and by "I" company in the vicinity of DT277446. The visibility forward of the MLR was good during the daylight hours. The battalion continued to improve its defensive position throughout the day.

9 December 1951

At 0600I the one squad outpost established by "H" company in the vicinity of DT264468 on 8 December to protect the tank stuck in the mud, withdrew due to heavy enemy 76mm artillery fire. The outpost was re-established at 0815 in the vicinity of DT264468 for the protection of the tanks. The outpost had negative contact with the enemy. At 0900I the one squad outpost established by "G" company in the vicinity of DT279446 at 1800I on 8 December, returned to the MLR. At 0600I the one squad outpost established by "I" company in the vicinity of DT277445 on 8 December, returned to the MLR. Both outposts had negative contact with the enemy. At 1800I the 3rd battalion, 7th marines FAC officer directed an air strike on enemy 81mm mortar positions, in the vicinity of DT274468, resulting in two bunkers destroyed and one secondary explosion. A second air strike was directed on enemy 81mm mortar positions, in the vicinity of DT266464, resulting in two mortar positions being destroyed and seven bunkers being damaged. There was 30% coverage on both targets. At 1800I a one squad outpost was established by "G" company in the vicinity of DT274468 and by "I" company in the vicinity of DT277445. Regimental anti-tank company tanks accounted for six bunkers destroyed, seven bunkers and trenches damaged. The battalion 81mm mortars fired missions throughout the day, and accounted for one enemy KIA in the vicinity of DT2784-58. The weather was cloudy but clear. Visibility forward of the MLR was good. The battalion continued to improve its defensive position throughout the day.

10 December 1951

At 0600I the one squad outpost established by "G" company on 9 December in vicinity DT273466 returned to the MLR. At 0600I the one squad outpost established by "I" company in the vicinity of DT273461 on 9 December returned to the MLR. Both outposts had negative contact with the enemy. At approximately 0630I the second platoon of "H" company started receiving small arms fire from the right flank and front. "H" company also received four rounds of 81mm mortar fire. At the same time three to five enemy
infiltrated into the left flank of the second platoon of "H" Company. The enemy threw two hand grenades, one inside of a bunker wounding two men and the other into a fox hole killing the man on watch. The infiltrators were in the friendly position approximately two to four minutes. The enemy fled before could be brought to bear on them. The incoming mortar fire caused three friendly WIA. Three WIA were evacuated and two returned to duty. At 0700I "I" Company received twenty-six rounds of 82mm mortar fire in the vicinity of DT273438 and DT267438. Supporting artillery placed counter fire on the enemy mortars. At 0815I the 2nd Battalion, 7th Marines FAC directed an air strike in the vicinity of DT268469 and DT273469 with twenty percent coverage. The 3rd Battalion FAC was unable to direct the strike due to communication difficulties. At 1000I one sound outpost was established by "G" Company at DT279466, and by "I" Company at DT277445. "B" Company tanks on OP Hill accounted for one enemy KIA, two enemy WIA, two bunkers destroyed and one secondary explosion. Regimental AT tanks accounted for three enemy WIA, five bunkers destroyed, two bunkers damaged and a trench damaged in three places. Supporting artillery destroyed two bunkers with two estimated enemy WIA. The "B" Company tank was pulled out of the mud at DT284468 and returned to its forward assembly area behind the MLR. Visibility forward of the MLR was good. The Battalion continued to improve its defensive position throughout the day.

11 December 1951

At 0815I 1st Battalion, 1st Marines march column arrived at the 3rd Battalion, 7th Marines' Command Post and proceeded over assigned routes to the MLR to relieve units of the 3rd Battalion, 7th Marines. Companies of the 3rd Battalion, 7th Marines were relieved as follows:

0925I "B" Company relieved "I" Company
0955I "A" Company relieved "G" Company
0915I "C" Company relieved "K" Company
0930I Weapons Company, 1st Battalion, 1st Marines relieved Weapons Company, 3rd Battalion, 7th Marines. At 0930I the outpost established by "G" Company in vicinity of DT279466, and by "I" Company in the vicinity of DT277445 on 10 December returned to the MLR. Both outposts had negative contact with the enemy. The 3rd Battalion, 7th Marines was relieved by the 1st Battalion, 1st Marines at 0900I. The first serial departed from the Initial Point, DT301425, at 0915I and the last serial departed at 0955I. The Battalion Command Post was closed at 0925I and the new Command Post was opened at DT299205 at 1100. The new assembly area was closed at 1125I. The battalion 81mm mortars and supporting 4.2mm mortars fired normal harassing and interdiction fires and supporting artillery increased the number of harassing and interdiction fires to cover the relief by the 1st Battalion, 1st Marines. From 0600I until 1125I the Battalion was enroute along the Division MSR to
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Camp Tripoli. The rest of the day was spent in organizing the assigned reserve area at Camp Tripoli. At 1600I "G" Company established two outposts of fire team strength. Outpost number 1 was located at DT289217 and outpost number 2 was located at DT289121. At 1800I "G" Company assumed duty as Battalion Guard Company.

12 December 1951

At 0700I "H" Company relieved "G" Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed the responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2. During the day the Battalion organized its new assigned area and a general police and repair of the camp area and equipment was conducted by all units.

13 December 1951

At 0700I "I" Company relieved "H" Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed the responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2. At 1000 the Battalion Commander addressed the Battalion on the Regimental Parade Ground. From 1300I until 1700I the Battalion dug foxholes in preparation for passive defense against air attack.

14 December 1951

At 0700I Weapons Company relieved "I" Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed the responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2. At 0800I a patrol composed of one officer and four men from Weapons Company departed from DT286164 and proceeded to DT287165. The patrol had negative contact and returned to the Battalion CP at 1140I. During the day the Battalion continued work on its dispersal area to be used in the event of an air attack.

15 December 1951

At 0700I "G" Company relieved Weapons Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed the responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2. At 0900I a patrol composed of one officer and four men from "G" Company departed from DT286146 and proceeded to DT285148. The patrol had negative contact and returned to the Battalion Command Post at 1145I. During the day the Battalion continued repair of the camp area and the cleaning of weapons and equipment.

16 December 1951

At 0700I "H" Company relieved "G" Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2. "G" Company also assumed responsibility for Anti-Aircraft position number 1 located at DT302813 and position number 2 located at DT289210. The Battalion observed holiday routines.
17 December 1951

At 0700I "I" Company relieved "H" Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2. "I" Company also assumed responsibility for Anti-Aircraft positions numbers 1 and 2. At 0800I a one squad patrol from "I" Company departed from the Battalion Command Post and covered patrol routes 1 and 2. The patrol reported by radio to the Battalion Command Post in 30 minute intervals. The patrol had negative enemy contact and returned to the Battalion Command Post at 1200I. The Battalion conducted training in accordance with the Battalion weekly training schedule.

18 December 1951

At 0700I Weapons Company relieved "I" Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2 and Anti-Aircraft positions numbers 1 and 2. At 0800I a one squad patrol from Weapons Company departed from the Battalion Command Post and covered patrol route 7. The patrol reported to the Battalion Command Post in 30 minute intervals by radio. The patrol had negative enemy contact and returned to the Battalion Command Post at 1200I. The Battalion conducted training in accordance with the Battalion weekly training schedule.

19 December 1951

At 0700I "I" Company relieved Weapons Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2 and Anti-Aircraft positions numbers 1 and 2. At 0800I a one squad patrol from "G" Company departed from the Battalion Command Post and covered patrol route 3. The patrol reported to the Battalion Command Post in 30 minute intervals by radio. The patrol had negative enemy contact and returned to the Battalion Command Post at 1200I. The Battalion conducted training in accordance with the Battalion weekly training schedule.

20 December 1951

At 0700I "H" Company relieved "G" Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2 and Anti-Aircraft positions numbers 1 and 2. At 0800I a one squad patrol from "H" Company departed from the Battalion Command Post and covered patrol route 9. The patrol had negative enemy contact and returned to the Battalion Command Post at 1200I. The Battalion conducted training in accordance with the Battalion weekly training schedule.

21 December 1951

At 0700I "I" Company relieved "H" Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2 and Anti-Aircraft positions numbers 1 and 2. At 0800I a one
squad patrol from "I" Company departed from the Battalion Command Post and covered patrol route 8. The patrol had negative enemy contact and returned to the Battalion Command Post at 1430I. At 0905I a helicopter patrol, composed of 1 officer, 3 men and 1 interpreter from the Battalion S-2 section, departed from the Battalion Command Post. The patrol spotted possible activity at DT 375126 and DT99341. The patrol returned to the Battalion Command Post at 1022I. The Battalion conducted training in accordance with the Battalion weekly training schedule.

22 December 1951

At 0700I Weapons Company relieved "I" Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2 and Anti-Aircraft positions numbers 1 and 2. At 0800I a one squad patrol from Weapons Company departed from the Battalion Command Post and covered patrol route 8. The patrol destroyed three houses and 2 brush shelters at DT279102. The patrol had negative enemy contact and returned to the Battalion Command Post at 1415I. From 0900I until 1200I the Battalion was inspected by the Regimental Commander and his staff. Holiday routine was observed by the Battalion during the afternoon.

23 December 1951

At 0700I "G" Company relieved Weapons Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2 and Anti-Aircraft positions numbers 1 and 2. Holiday routine was observed by the Battalion during the day.

24 December 1951

At 0700I "H" Company relieved "G" Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2 and Anti-Aircraft positions numbers 1 and 2. At 0800I a one squad patrol from "H" Company departed from the Battalion Command Post and covered patrol route 2. The patrol destroyed two brush shelters at DT279178. There was negative enemy contact and the patrol returned to the Battalion Command Post at 1230I. The Battalion conducted training in accordance with the Battalion weekly training schedule.

25 December 1951

At 0700I "I" Company relieved "H" Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2 and Anti-Aircraft positions numbers 1 and 2. The Battalion observed Holiday routine.
26 December 1951

At 0700I Weapons Company relieved "I" Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2 and Anti-Aircraft positions numbers 1 and 2. The Battalion conducted training in accordance with the Battalion weekly training schedule.

27 December 1951

At 0700I "G" Company relieved Weapons Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2 and Anti-Aircraft positions numbers 1 and 2. At 0800I a one squad patrol from "G" Company departed from the Battalion Command Post and covered patrol route 5. The patrol had negative enemy contact and returned to the Battalion Command Post at 1230I. The Battalion conducted training in accordance with the Battalion weekly training schedule.

28 December 1951

At 0700I "H" Company relieved "G" Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2 and Anti-Aircraft positions numbers 1 and 2. At 0800I a one squad patrol from "H" Company departed from the Battalion Command Post and covered patrol route 4. The patrol had negative enemy contact and returned to the Battalion Command Post at 1230I. The Battalion conducted training in accordance with the Battalion weekly training schedule.

29 December 1951

At 0700I "I" Company relieved "H" Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2 and Anti-Aircraft positions numbers 1 and 2. At 0800I a one squad patrol from "I" Company departed from the Battalion Command Post and covered patrol route 7. The patrol had negative enemy contact and returned to the Battalion Command Post at 1306I. The Battalion conducted training in accordance with the Battalion weekly training schedule.

30 December 1951

At 0700I Weapons Company relieved "I" Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2 and Anti-Aircraft positions numbers 1 and 2. The Battalion observed Holiday routine.
31 December 1961

At 0700I "G" Company relieved Weapons Company as Battalion Guard Company and assumed responsibility for outposts numbers 1 and 2 and Anti-Aircraft positions numbers 1 and 2. At 0800I a one squad patrol from "G" Company departed from the Battalion Command Post and covered patrol route 5. The patrol destroyed one brush shelter in the vicinity of DT272103. The patrol had negative enemy contact and returned to the Battalion Command Post at 1330I. The Battalion conducted training in accordance with the Battalion weekly training schedule.

On 31 December 1961, the task organization of the 3d Battalion, 7th Marines included the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3d Battalion, 7th Marines (Reinf)</th>
<th>LtCol H.W. EDWARDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E&amp;G Co</td>
<td>13/157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;G&quot; Co</td>
<td>6/197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;H&quot; Co</td>
<td>5/197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I&quot; Co</td>
<td>6/196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wpns Co</td>
<td>5/176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAGP</td>
<td>2/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NavGunFire</td>
<td>1/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lt R.B. MC GILL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capt T.D. SMITH, Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capt C.A. LODOEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lt O.H. HAMMETT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capt T.P. O'CALLAGHAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capt J.T. KUTRUKIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lt (jg) A.N. POPOFF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the period 1 to 31 December 1961, the 3d Battalion, 7th Marines suffered the following casualties:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a. KIA</th>
<th>WIA</th>
<th>WIA NOT EVAC</th>
<th>NON BATTLE</th>
<th>TOTAL CASUALTIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USMC</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>USMC</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>USN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0/1</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>0/1</td>
<td>0/8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. 10 officers and 137 enlisted joined the organization during the period covered.
The following directives were received by the battalion in the form of Regimental Fragmentary Orders issued from the Office of the Regimental Operations Officer (S-3):

1 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 0110201

2 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 0211301

3 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 0310201

4 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 0409041

5 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 0512351

7 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 0714001

8 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 0810051

9 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 0911301

12 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 1215101

13 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 1313021

14 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 1414301

15 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 1514451

16 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 1611301

17 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 1712401
SECRET

18 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 181726I

19 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 191315I

20 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 201000I

21 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 210910I

22 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 220820I

23 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 231105I

24 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 241425I

25 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 251130I

26 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 261320I

27 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 271135I

28 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 281235I

29 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 291250I

30 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 301050I

31 December 1951
Fragmentary Order 311052I
SECRET

APPENDIX II

The directives issued during this period instructing the elements of the battalion to operate precisely according to the resulting actions as described in the narrative. Orders were issued in written form and are as follows:

1 December 1951
Battalion Fragmentary Order 011000I

2 December 1951
Battalion Fragmentary Order 021000I

3 December 1951
Battalion Fragmentary Order 031000I

4 December 1951
Battalion Fragmentary Order 040915I

5 December 1951
Battalion Fragmentary Order 051025I

6 December 1951
Battalion Fragmentary Order 061100I

7 December 1951
Battalion Fragmentary Order 071000I

8 December 1951
Battalion Fragmentary Order 080830I

9 December 1951
Battalion Fragmentary Order 090930I

10 December 1951
Battalion Fragmentary Order 101315I

16 December 1951
Battalion Fragmentary Order 161630I

17 December 1951
Battalion Fragmentary Order 171630I
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MESSAGE</th>
<th>PRECEDENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**To:** (Unreadable)

**Date:** 17 Dec '51

**Message:****

THIS IS MY FRAG ORDER. ALL OFFICIAL EXECUTED SORD RECON PAT TO VIC DT 275-163 X DETERMINE EN DISPOSITIONS AND ACTIVITY AND NOTE CONDITION OF EN INSTALLATIONS X I CO ESTABLISH A SORD OUTPOST VIC DT 277-145 FROM 1900 UNTIL 0600 SEE ACCOMPANYING OVERLAYS.

**Official Designation of Sender:**

1 of 4

**Signature and Grade of Writer:**

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MESSAGE</th>
<th>PRECEDENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**To:** (Unreadable)

**Date:** 17 Dec '51

**Message:**

ALL UNITS NO GROUND ELEMENTS THIS COMMAND MAY CROSS LINE DUCK WITHOUT SPECIFIC AUTHORITY THIS HOT IN ORDER TO CONSERVE ARMS FIRE BEYOND LINE DUCK TO OBSERVE POSITIONS INSTALLATIONS OR ACTIVITIES ON FIRE WHICH EFFORTS SPECIFIC

**Official Designation of Sender:**

2 of 4

**Signature and Grade of Writer:**

---
MESSAGE

No. 

DATE 01 NOV '51

TO

ADVANTAGE OR PROTECTION MAY BE FIRED IF APPROVED BY THIS
HOTSPOT IN KEEPING WITH THE ABOVE POLICY ALL 89 AND 81 HIM MORTARS
MAY BE FIRED AT DISCRETION OF CO. COMMANDS. INFORM ALL PERSONAL
HOSTILITIES WILL CONTINUE UNTIL SPECIFIC ORDERS TO THE CONTRARY.

SIGNATURE AND GRADE OF WRITER

DECLASSIFIED

MESSAGE

No.

DATE 01 DEC '51

TO

FIRE PROMULGATED WITHIN DEMANDS OF ASSIGNED MISSIONS LIMIT OPNS TO HOLD CASUALTIES TO A ABSOLUTE MINIMUM

SIGNATURE AND GRADE OF WRITER

DECLASSIFIED
Korean War Project USMC-08700514

DECLASSIFIED

020951

TIME FILED
MSG CTEN No. 1
HOW SENT
RUN

CONFIDENTIAL

MESSAGE

No. FM Co 3/7
DATE 2 DEC 51
TO G-H-I-WPN(3)-N45-5-3 INFO STAFF

THIS IS MY FRG ORDER 020951
ESTABLISH SQD OUTPOST VIC DT 279456
FROM 0001 UNTIL 0600 I CO
ESTABLISH SQD OUTPOST VIC DT
289461 FROM 0001 UNTIL 0600 I CO
SEE ACCOMPANYING OVERLAY ALL UNITS
OTHER MISSIONS REFER MY FRG CO 3/7

LFL R. M. Reamann Maj 5-3

DECLASSIFIED

031030

TIME FILED
MSG CTEN No. 2
HOW SENT
RUN

CONFIDENTIAL

MESSAGE

No. FM Co 3/7
DATE 3 DEC 1951
TO G-H-I-WPN(3)-N45-5-3 INFO STAFF

THIS IS MY FRG ORDER 031030
ESTABLISH SQD OUTPOST VIC DT
279456 FROM 1800 I UNTIL 0600 I CO
ESTABLISH SQD OUTPOST VIC DT
276443 FROM 1800 I UNTIL 0600 I CO
EXECUTE SQD RPN PAT TO
VIC DT 268429 AT 0530 I CO
MISSION TO OBSERVE AND DETERMINE

1 : 2

DECLASSIFIED
Korean War Project USMC-08700515

DECLASSIFIED

---

TIME FILED
CONF
MEG CEN. NO. 2
HOW SENT RN

MESSAGE
SUBMIT TO MESSAGE CENTER IN DUPLICATE

No. DATE
TO

IN ACTIVITY, POSITIONS AND INSTALLATIONS. SEE ACCOMPANYING OVERLAY.

ALL UNITS OTHER MISSIONS REFER MY FRAG ORDER.

OCT 1055

H. H.

903/9
HWK 1059

27-02
K. M. Remington

SIGNATURE AND GRADE OF WRITER

---

TIME FILED
CONF
MEG CEN. NO. 3
HOW SENT MSL

MESSAGE
SUBMIT TO MESSAGE CENTER IN DUPLICATE

No. FROM Co 3/2 DATE 04 DEC '51
TO G-H-I-WPN(3). HS 5-S-3, INFO-STAFF

THIS IS MY FRAG ORDER 040915I(A) HCO

ESTABLISH 1 SQD OUTPOST VIC DT 284468
FROM 0409I UNTIL 0600I A HCO EXECUTE
1 SQD RCP PAT TO VIC DT 285472 AT
0530I MISSION TO OBSERVE AND
DETERMINE EN ACTIVITY, POSITIONS
AND INSTALLATIONS FICO ESTABLISH
1 SQD OUTPOST VIC DT 277445

SIGNATURE AND GRADE OF WRITER

1 OF 2

DECLASSIFIED
THU. ACES IT.

FROM 0001 UNTIL 0400 I SEE
ACCOMPANYING OVERLAY ON ALL UNITS
OTHER MISSIONS REFER MY FRAC.

TO 8935

051025Z

THIS IS MY FRAC ORDER 85-83571

6 CO ENSLISH L SO D 007 POST VIC
DT 1945Z FROM 0800 UNTIL
6 8075462 FROM 18001 UNTIL 0600§ CO (AT)

10/2

SIGNATURE AND GRADE OF WRITER
**05 DEC**

**TO:**

**CO 3/7**

**AWL 1345**

**Official Designation of Sender:**

**R.H. Remington, May 5-3**

---

**06 DEC**

**SECURITY INFO**

**TIME FILED**

**CONF**

**MESSAGE CENTER IN DUPLICATE**

**PRECEDENCE**

**OP**

**NO. 019 CO 3/7**

**DATE**

**06 DEC 51 (3)**

**TO:**

**G-H-J-WPNS (3)-H-55-5-3 INFO STAFF**

**This is my FRAG ORDER 06110100G CO**

**Establish 1 SQD outpost Vic DT 279456**

**From 18001 USN 0002 00H CO**

**Establish 1 SQD outpost Vic DT 284468 From 18001 Until 0600101**

**I CO Establish 1 SQD outpost Vic DT 277455 From 18001 Until 0600102 See**

**Accompanying Overlay & En HAS**

**Official Designation of Sender**

**Time Signed**

**Signature and Grade of Writer**

**1 of 3**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MESSAGE SENT TO</th>
<th>MESSAGE CENTER IN DUPLICATE</th>
<th>PRIORITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Date: 06 Dec '51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To:</td>
<td>Limited to aircraft which</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cannot be recognized as friendly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and which are actually atking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>warning system 501-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Changed to all units other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>missions refer my FRRG.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Official Designation of Origin**: 3 OF3
DECLASSIFIED

MESSAGE

TO

ACCOMPANYING OVERLAP ALL UNITS
OTHER MISSIONS REFER MY FRAG

DECLASSIFIED
Korean War Project USMC-08700520

DECLASSIFIED

---

**TO:** CHI WANG, HIS, S-1 INFO STA

**TIME:** 02 DEC 51

**MSG CN** 7

**MESSAGE:**

THIS IS MY FRAC ORDER 0908301.

GCO ESTABLISH 1 SQD OUTPOST VIC DT 2791546 FROM 19001 UNTIL 06001.

HCO ESTABLISH 1 SQD OUTPOST VIC DT 2846469 FROM 18005 UNTIL 06005.

I CO ESTABLISH 1 SQD OUTPOST VIC DT 2771415 FROM 19001 UNTIL 06002.

ACCOMPANYING OVERLAY DIVISION PER.

**DECLASSIFIED**

---

**TO:** STATES THAT PRIMARY MISSION OF RGN BN, 15TH DIV NK CORPS IS TO CAPTURE UN PRISONERS AT NIGHT.

ALERT ALL PERSONS TO COMMENCE THOROUGH CLEAN UP AND POLICE OF ALL AREAS.

LEAVE HEADS OPEN.

LINE AND CLEAN SHRAPNEL.

ALERT FOR UN AIR ATTACK.

MISSION REFER TO MY FRAC ORDER.

**DECLASSIFIED**
DECLASSIFIED

Korean War Project USMC-08700521

DECLASSIFIED

Korean War Project USMC-08700521

DECLASSIFIED

Korean War Project USMC-08700521

DECLASSIFIED
XII-1/3152

TIME FILED
MSG CEN NO 9
HOW SENT RN

DECLASSIFIED

MESSAGE

NO. 27717
DATE 10 DEC 51
TO G-H-1 WPNS H-5-S-3 INFO STAFF

THIS IS MY FRAG ORDER 443152 
ESTABLISH 1 SOD OUTPOST VIC AT 279456
FROM 1800 UNTIL 0600 "H" CO ESTABLISH
1 SOD OUTPOST VIC AT 284408 FROM 1800
UNTIL 0600 "D" CO ESTABLISH 1 SOD
OUTPOST VIC AT 279445 FROM 1800
UNTIL 0600 ALL MAINTAIN OUTPOST

DECLASSIFIED
**Message**

**Message Type:** CONF

**Date:** 16 DEC 57

**To:** G. H. L. WPNS CO., INFO 7th MARS

**Body:**

This is my FRAG ORDER 16/16.

All units begin intensive TRNG.

170800 Zulu BN. Weekly TRNG schedule & I CO. at 170800.

Assume BN. Guard. Man outposts NO. 1 and 2 and AA Positions 1 and 2. At 0800 conduct 1 SQD. PAT. OVER ROUTES 1 AND 2.

---

**Message**

**Message Type:** CONF

**Date:** 16 DEC 57

**To:**

**Body:**

OF BN. PAT. AREA.

---

**Signature and Grade of Writer:**

---

**DECLASSIFIED**
The message contains a fragment order dated 17 DEC 51.

**Frag Order:**

- **CONTINUE TRAINING IN ACCORDANCE WITH WEEKLY SCHEDULE.**
- **WPNS CO. AT 1800, ASSUME BN. GUARD, MAN OUTPOSTS NO. 1 AND 2.**
- **AND AA POSITIONS 1 AND 2 AT 0500.**
- **CONDUCT LSGD PAT ON ROUTE 7 OF BN. PAT AREAS.**

**Time Signed:**

- **Co. 3/7 Hus.**
- **Remington, Maj. 5-3**

The message is signed by the commanding officer, with a time stamp indicating the time signed.
APPENDIX III

The following is a list of overlays received and issued during the period 1 – 31 December 1961:

OVERLAYS RECEIVED

No overlays were received during the period covered.

OVERLAYS ISSUED

One (1) overlay accompanying Frag Order 010001
One (1) overlay accompanying Frag Order 020001
One (1) overlay accompanying Frag Order 030001
One (1) overlay accompanying Frag Order 040915
One (1) overlay accompanying Frag Order 050255
One (1) overlay accompanying Frag Order 061101
One (1) overlay accompanying Frag Order 070001
One (1) overlay accompanying Frag Order 080830
One (1) overlay accompanying Frag Order 090930
One (1) overlay accompanying Frag Order 101315

OVERLAYS INDICATING DEFENSIVE POSITIONS

3/7 positions from 010001 until 1106001

OVERLAY INDICATING RESERVE POSITIONS

3/7 positions from 110601 until 3124001

OVERLAYS INDICATING OUTPOST AND ANTIAIRCRAFT POSITIONS

Outpost #1 maintained from 111601 until 3124001
Outpost #2 maintained from 111601 until 3124001
Antiaircraft Position #1 maintained from 1607001 until 3124001
Antiaircraft Position #2 maintained from 1607001 until 3124001
3/7 DEFENSIVE AREA FROM 21 NOV. UNTIL 30 NOV.

MAP: SPECIAL MAP OF KOREA

NEW MLR AND LIMITING POINT ASSIGNED 3/7

OLD LIMITING POINT

POSITION OCCUPIED BY 1 PLT OF 1/7

DECLASSIFIED
3/7 Defensive Positions from 11 Oct 1950 to 10 July 1951

US Special Map of Korea 1/2,500

DECLASSIFIED
3rd Battalion
7th Marines Reinforce
1st Marine Division
In the Field

Outpost Overlay
Map: SINT'AN-NI
Sheet: 0829III
Scale: 1:50,000

G Co, 15th Outpost

I Co, 15th Outpost

DECLASSIFIED
3rd Battalion
7th Marine's Reinf.
1st Marine Division
IN THE FIELD
16°7'0"N

ANTI-AIRCRAFT
Position #2

ANTI-AIRCRAFT POSITION OVERLAY
MAP: INJE + SORAK-SAN
SHEETS 6829 II + 6829 III
SCALE 1:50,000

DECLASSIFIED
3rd Battalion
7th Marines Reinf.
1st Marine Division
In the Field

Outpost *1

Outpost Overlay
Map, Inje & Sorak-san
Sheets 6829II + 6829III
Scale 1:50,000
3rd Battalion
7th Marine's Reinf.
1st Marine Division

IN THE FIELD

Outpost #2

Outpost Overlay
Map Inje+Sorak-san
Sheets 6829 II + 6829 III
Scale 1:50,000
3rd Battalion
7th Marine's Reinf.
1st Marine Division
In the Field

28

25

Anti-Aircraft
Position #1

Anti-Aircraft Position Overlay
Map Inje+Sorak-San
Sheets 6829 II+6829 III
Scale 1:50,000

32

17
APPENDIX IV

UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORTS 1 DECEMBER - 31 DECEMBER 1951

The following Unit Intelligence Reports were submitted in written form daily to S-2, 7th Marines by S-2, 3d Battalion, 7th Marines:

1 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 301800 - 011800

2 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 011800 - 021800

3 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 021800 - 031800

4 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 031800 - 041800

5 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 041800 - 051800

6 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 051800 - 061800

7 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 061800 - 071800

8 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 071800 - 081800

9 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 081800 - 091800

10 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 091800 - 101800

11 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 101800 - 111800

12 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 111800 - 121800

13 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 121800 - 131800

14 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 131800 - 141800
SECRET

15 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 141800 - 151800

16 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 151800 - 161800

17 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 161800 - 171800

18 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 171800 - 181800

19 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 181800 - 191800

20 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 191800 - 201800

21 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 201800 - 211800

22 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 211800 - 221800

23 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 221800 - 231800

24 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 231800 - 241800

25 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 241800 - 251800

26 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 251800 - 261800

27 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 261800 - 271800

28 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 271800 - 281800

29 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 281800 - 291800

30 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 291800 - 301800

31 December 1951
My #1 Isum (X) 301800 - 311800
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy Activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

At 00605 "G" Company point vicinity DT279455 received two bursts machine gun fire from DT276456. Friendly 81mm mortars called with unknown results. "H" Company took 2 POW's at 007451 vicinity DT282459. Unit identity 3rd platoon, 4th Company, 2nd Battalion, 2nd Regiment, 1st Division, III NK Corps.

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

Negative

c. Now enemy Mine Fields—Source

Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed

Enclosure (1)

DECLASSIFIED
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

1. Enemy Activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

At 300605 "G" Company point vicinity DT279455 received two bursts machine gun fire from DT276456. Friendly 81mm mortars called with unknown results. "H" Company took 2 POWS at 300745I vicinity DT282459. Unit identity 3rd platoon, 4th Company, 2nd Battalion, 2nd Regiment, 1st Division, III NK Corps.

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.) Negative

c. How enemy Mine Fields—Source Negative

Enclosure (1)

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA None
   b. Estimated KIA None
   c. Counted WIA None
   d. Estimated WIA None
   e. PsW

3. Enemy Units Identified
   3rd Platoon
   4th Company
   2nd Battalion
   2nd Regiment
   1st Division
   III NK Corps

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

1. Enemy activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

011905 vicinity DT279444 1 enemy attempted infiltration "I" Co. Small arms used with unknown results. "G" Co. patrol contacted enemy at 010645. Patrol received small arms, sniper fire and unknown caliber mortar. Fire came from well camouflaged bunkers vicinity DT265468 to DT278466. "H" Co. ambush point DT276463 to DT312320. Contact made with four enemy at DT276463 enemy used small arms and automatic weapons results 1 counted KIA, 3 counted WIA. "H" Co. ambush platoon made contact with 4 enemy DT276463. Enemy employed small arms and automatic weapons. Results 1 counted KIA, 3 counted WIA, enemy broke contact attempted infiltration of "I" Co. Repulsed with small arms fire.

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

At 011100 2 rounds, 76mm artillery fell in DT309462. At 011100 3 rounds, 76mm artillery fell in DT308463. From 011335I to 011730I 15 rounds mixed 76mm and 122mm artillery fell in vicinity DT312405. From 01100I to 011345I 9 rounds 122mm artillery fell in vicinity of DT292463 to DT297461. From 010200I to 011500I 28 rounds 76mm artillery and 122mm artillery at DT299463 to DT302464. At 011500I 2 rounds 76mm artillery at DT322467.

c. How enemy mine fields—Source

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed

Enclosure (1)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA  None
   b. Estimated KIA  None
   c. Counted WIA  None
   d. Estimated WIA  None

3. Enemy Units Identified
   Negative

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

022451 "G" Co. ambush point vicinity DT276454 contacted group 11-12 enemy at 022451. Friendly employed small arms and automatic weapons until 02248, results unknown, friendly broke contact. Enemy contact ambush point from the south and utilized small arms only.

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible)

From 021550 to 021610 "H" Co. received 17 rounds 57mm recoilless vicinity DT282466 to DT281459. From 021300 to 021630 "H" Co. received 20 rounds 76mm artillery vicinity DT284467 to DT282489.

c. New enemy Mine Fields—Source

1 enemy mine (Schu) encountered vicinity DT277440 at 021600.

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed

Enclosure (1)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA None
   b. Estimated KIA None
   c. Counted WIA None
   d. Estimated WIA None
   c. PsW None

3. Enemy Units Identified
   Negative

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL
SECURITY INFORMATION

FROM: 1800 3Dec51
TO: 1800 4Dec51
ISSUING U.I.T: 3d En, 7th Mar

UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

1. Enemy activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

"H" Co. raiding patrol extended to DT278467. Enemy contacted at 030600, contact broken 030725. Counted enemy KIA 9, estimated enemy KIA 12. Estimated enemy strength 50 vicinity DT280467 to DT278467. Solidly constructed bunkers. Enemy employed 1 heavy machine gun, 3 light machine guns, 3 Burp guns and many small arms. Friendlies neutralized 9-10 enemy bunkers, 7 were still active when neutralized. Patrol returned at 030730. "G" Co. ambush point vicinity DT276451 at 032050 contacted unknown number of enemy. 3 observed, believed more in vicinity. Friendlies employed grenades, estimated 3 enemy WIA. Enemy approached ambush point from northwest and employed very little small arms. Contact broken by friendlies at 032058.

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

From 030800 to 030925, 10 rounds 76mm artillery received in vicinity DT284467 to DT283460. From 031723 to 031725, 15 rounds 76mm artillery received in vicinity DT284467 to DT283460. From 030730 to 031730, 33 rounds 76mm artillery received in DT284467 to DT283460. At 031600, 5 rounds 122mm mortar received in DT284467 to DT283460. At 031800, 6 rounds 76mm artillery received in vicinity DT289454.

c. How enemy Mine Fields—Source Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed

Enclosure (1)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (when Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA - 9 -
   b. Estimated KIA - 3 -
   c. Counted WIA - 12 -
   d. Estimated WIA None
   e. POW - 1 -

3. Enemy units identified
   1 POW deserter, identity 3rd Co., 1st Bn., 14th Regt., 1st Div.,
   III NK Corps

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

"I" Co. patrol extended to DT268456. Patrol departed 040420 and returned 040815. Patrol contacted enemy vicinity DT268455 at 040730, enemy strength 15, enemy employed 1 heavy machine gun, 50mm mortars; 2 POWS captured unit identity 6th Co., 2nd Bn., 2nd Regt., 1st Div., III NK Corps. 3 counted KIA, estimated enemy KIA by friendly mortar. Enemy observation posts at the following DTS: 256468, 276468, 275458. 3/7 OP reports 2 counted enemy KIA vicinity hill 980 DT264468. Undetermined number enemy vicinity DT263472 in bomb crater. Artillery called, 5 counted enemy KIA and 1 120mm mortar destroyed. At 041925 "I" Co. received light probe vicinity DT281448. Enemy employed small arms, enemy broke contact at 041730. At 042015 "H" Co. broke engagement with unknown number of enemy employing grenades in vicinity DT282466 and DT282454. Enemy broke contact 042015.

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun position including azimuth if possible.)

- 3 rounds 105mm artillery vicinity DT285444
- 3 rounds 105mm artillery vicinity DT276447

At 040800 3 rounds 82mm mortar in vicinity DT282446
At 041045 5 rounds 76mm artillery in vicinity DT282449
At 041100 1 round 76mm artillery in vicinity DT283484
From 041250 to 041400 4 rounds 82mm mortar in vicinity DT287475
At 041800 6 rounds 76mm artillery received vicinity 81mm mortar positions vicinity DT289454.

c. New enemy mine fields--Source
2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA -11-
   b. Estimated KIA -6-
   c. Counted WIA None
d. Estimated WIA -1-

3. Enemy Units Identified
   2 POWS captured unit identity 6th Co., 2nd Regt., 1st Div., III
   NK Corps

4. Miscellaneous
   Enemy reinforce and relieves the lines at dusk and dawn. Con-
   tinued enemy activity vicinity DT273458. Enemy utilizes own troops
   to transport supplies. Enemy detail travels to supply dump at
   night and returns to positions next morning.
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

Negative

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

052030 - 052130 - 8 rounds 76mm artillery vicinity DT284466
052345 - 1 round 76mm artillery vicinity DT284466
061130 - 5 rounds 76mm artillery vicinity DT277438
061450 - 3 rounds 120mm mortar vicinity DT283457
061515 - 061650 - 24 rounds 76mm artillery DT280465, DT286471, DT282465, DT283465
061500 - 2 rounds 76mm artillery DT281452
061550 - 1 round 120mm mortar DT278459
061620 - 1 round 120mm mortar DT283459
052130 - 052345 - 4 gun battery 76mm artillery vicinity DT234541
061500 - Azimuth 5900 mils (M) from DT280454 - 120mm or 76mm position

c. New enemy mine fields—Source

Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed

Enclosure (1)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (when Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA: None
   b. Estimated KIA: None
   c. Counted WIA: None
   d. Estimated WIA: None
   e. PsW: None

3. Enemy Units Identified: Negative

4. Miscellaneous: Negative
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy Activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)
At 062310 vicinity DT272443 undetermined number enemy attempted infiltration AT Platoon positions and exploded 1 of their own mines. Enemy did not empty weapons: friendly called 60mm with unknown results. 1 estimated enemy WIA as result mine explosion.

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)
1300 - 2 rounds estimated 105mm artillery DT285446

c. How enemy mine fields - Source Negative
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA  None
   b. Estimated KIA  None
   c. Counted WIA  None
   d. Estimated WIA  1

3. Enemy Units Identified
   Negative

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy Activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)
   Negative

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)
   090300 - 090320 - 65 rounds 76mm received "H" Co. vicinity DT263466.

c. How enemy Mine Fields--Source
   Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)

Enclosure (1)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA None
   b. Estimated KIA None
   c. Counted WIA None
   d. Estimated WIA None
   e. PsW None

3. Enemy Units Identified
   Negative

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative
I. Enemy Activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

Engagement: At 100640 4 enemy infiltrated "H" Co. positions vicinity DT279467 and employed grenades against friendly. Simultaneously undetermined number enemy vicinity DT280471 fired Burp guns and yelled as diversion element for enemy infiltrators. The 4 enemy infiltrator withdrew into undetermined number enemy dispersed on rock DT279467, this supporting element employing small arms automatic weapons and light machine gun. At 0641 4 rounds 82mm vicinity "H" Co. CP 285465. Friendly employed light volume small arms automatic weapons and 60mm and 4.2s. Contact broke 0644. 1 estimated enemy WIA.

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

100641 - 4 rounds 82mm vicinity DT285465 "H" Co.
100700 - 26 rounds 82mm vicinity DT273438, DT267438 "I" Co.

c. How enemy Mine Fields - Source

Negative
CONFIDENTIAL (when Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA None
   b. Estimated KIA None
   c. Counted WIA None
   d. Estimated WIA None
   c. Pw None

3. Enemy Units Identified
   Negative

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative
CONFIDENTIAL
SECURITY INFORMATION

FROM: 1800 10Dec51
TO: 1800 11Dec51
ISSUING UNIT: 3d Bn, 7th Mar

UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

Negative

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

Negative

c. New enemy mine fields—Source

Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When completed

Enclosure (1)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (when completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA None
   b. Estimated KIA None
   c. Counted WIA None
   d. Estimated WIA None
   e. PoW None

3. Enemy units identified
   Negative

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

1. Enemy Activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

   Negative

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

   Negative

c. How enemy Mine Fields—Source

   Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed

Enclosure (1)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA None
   b. Estimated KIA None
   c. Counted WIA None
   d. Estimated WIA None
   e. PoW None

3. Enemy Units Identified
   Negative

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

Negative

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

Negative

c. New enemy Mine Fields—Source

Negative
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA  None
   b. Estimated KIA  None
   c. Counted WIA  None
   d. Estimated WIA  None
   e. PsW  None

3. Enemy Units Identified
   Negative

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

Negative

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

Negative

c. New enemy Mine Fields--Source

Negative

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (when completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA  None
   b. Estimated KIA  None
   c. Counted WIA  None
   d. Estimated WIA  None

3. Enemy Units Identified  Negative

4. Miscellaneous  Negative
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

1. Enemy activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

   Negative

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

   Negative

c. New enemy mine fields—Source

   Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed

Enclosure (1)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (when Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA None
   b. Estimated KIA None
   c. Counted WIA None
   d. Estimated WIA None
   e. PoW None

3. Enemy Units Identified
   Negative

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative
CONFIDENTIAL
SECURITY INFORMATION

FROM: 1800 15Dec51
TO: 1800 16Dec51
ISSUING UNIT: 3d Bn. 7th Mar

UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy
observed, action taken, results)

Negative

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, co-
ordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

Negative

c. How enemy Mine Fields—Source

Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed

Enclosure (1)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA None
   b. Estimated KIA None
   c. Counted WIA None
   d. Estimated WIA None
   e. PoW None

3. Enemy Units Identified  Negative

4. Miscellaneous  Negative
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

Negative

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

Negative

c. How enemy Mine Fields—Source

Negative
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA None
   b. Estimated KIA None
   c. Counted WIA None
   d. Estimated WIA None
   c. PsW None

3. Enemy Units Identified
   Negative

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

Negative

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

Negative

c. How enemy Mine Fields—Source

Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed

Enclosure (1)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (when completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA __ None __
   b. Estimated KIA __ None __
   c. Counted WIA __ None __
   d. Estimated WIA __ None __
   e. PwW __ None __

3. Enemy Units Identified
   Negative

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

Negative

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

Negative

c. How enemy mine fields—source

Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed

Enclasure (1)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA None
   b. Estimated KIA None
   c. Counted WIA None
   d. Estimated WIA None
   e. PoW None

3. Enemy Units Identified
   Negative

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative
CONFIDENTIAL
SECURITY INFORMATION

FROM: 19 Dec 51
TO: 20 Dec 51
ISSUING UNIT: 3d Bn, 7th Mar

UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

Negative

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

Negative

c. Known enemy mine fields—Source

Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed

Enclosure (1)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA None
   b. Estimated KIA None
   c. Counted WIA None
   d. Estimated WIA None
   e. PsW None

3. Enemy Units Identified
   Negative

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy Activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

   Negative

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

   Negative

c. New enemy Mine Fields—Source

   Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)

Enclosure (1)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA  None
   b. Estimated KIA  None
   c. Counted WIA  None
   d. Estimated WIA  None
   e. PsW  None

3. Enemy units identified  Negative

4. Miscellaneous  Negative
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy Activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

Negative

b. Artillery and mortar fires received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

Negative

c. New enemy mine fields—Source

Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)

Encl. (1)
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA None
   b. Estimated KIA None
   c. Counted WIA None
   d. Estimated WIA None
   e. PoW None

3. Enemy units identified: Negative

4. Miscellaneous: Negative
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy Activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

   Negative

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

   Negative

c. New enemy Mine Fields—Source

   Negative
2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA  None
   b. Estimated KIA  None
   c. Counted WIA None
   d. Estimated WIA None
   e. PoW  None

3. Enemy Units Identified  Negative

4. Miscellaneous  Negative
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

1. Enemy Activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

   Negative

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

   Negative

c. Now enemy mine fields—Source

   Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed

Enclosure (1)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA None
   b. Estimated KIA None
   c. Counted WIA None
   d. Estimated WIA None
   e. POW None

3. Enemy Units Identified
   Negative

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

1. Enemy Activity

   a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)
      Negative

   b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)
      Negative

   c. New enemy Mine Fields—Source
      Negative

Confidential (When Completed

Enclosure (1)
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA None          b. Estimated KIA None
   c. Counted WIA None          d. Estimated WIA None
   e. PsW None

3. Enemy Units Identified
   Negative

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative
CONFIDENTIAL
SECURITY INFORMATION

DECLASSIFIED FROM: 1800 25Dec51
TO: 1800 26Dec51
ISSUING UNIT: 3d Bn, 7th Mar

UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy Activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

   Negative

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

   Negative

c. New enemy Mine Fields–Source

   Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed

Enclosure (1)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA  None
   b. Estimated KIA  None
   c. Counted WIA  None
   d. Estimated WIA  None
   e. PoW  None

3. Enemy Units Identified  Negative

4. Miscellaneous  Negative
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy activity

   a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

      Negative

   b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

      Negative

   c. New enemy mine fields—Source

      Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed

Enclosure (1)
2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA: None
   b. Estimated KIA: None
   c. Counted WIA: None
   d. Estimated WIA: None
   c. PoW: None

3. Enemy units identified: Negative

4. Miscellaneous: Negative
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL
SECURITY INFORMATION

FROM: 1800 27 Dec 51
TO: 1800 28 Dec 51
ISSUING UNIT: 3d Bn, 7th Mar

UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy Activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

Negative

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

Negative

c. New enemy mine fields - Source

Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed

Enclosure (1)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA None
   b. Estimated KIA None
   c. Counted WIA None
   d. Estimated WIA None
   c. PsW None

3. Enemy Units Identified
   Negative

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy Activity

a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

Negative

b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

Negative

c. New enemy Mine Fields—Source

Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed

Enclosure (1)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA  None
   b. Estimated KIA None
   c. Counted WIA None
   d. Estimated WIA None
   e. PsW  None

3. Enemy Units Identified  Negative

4. Miscellaneous  Negative
CONFIDENTIAL
SECURITY INFORMATION

FROM: 1800 29Dec51
TO: 1800 30Dec51
ISSUING UNIT: 3d Bn, 7th Mar

UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

1. Enemy activity

   a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

      Negative

   b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

      Negative

   c. New enemy Mine Fields—Source

      Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed

INCLUSION (1)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA None
   b. Estimated KIA None
   c. Counted WIA None
   d. Estimated WIA None
   e. PoW None

3. Enemy units identified
   Negative

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative
UNIT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

I. Enemy activity

   a. Summary of enemy activity (patrol contacts, engagements, enemy observed, action taken, results)

       Negative

   b. Artillery and mortar fire received (number of rounds, time, coordinates, estimated gun positions including azimuth if possible.)

       Negative

   c. New enemy Mine Fields—Source

       Negative

CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed

Enclosure (1)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL (When Completed)
SECURITY INFORMATION

2. Enemy casualties
   a. Counted KIA None
   b. Estimated KIA None
   c. Counted WIA None
   d. Estimated WIA None
   e. PoW None

3. Enemy Units Identified
   Negative

4. Miscellaneous
   Negative